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THE STATE OF (E)READING
of U.S. adults have read a book in the last year
(2019).

• 72%

of U.S. adults haven’t read a book in any
format in the last year.

• 27%

• Those

numbers haven’t changed much since 2011.

READING FORMATS
• 37%

of adults read only print books.

of adults read both print and digital (eBooks
and audio books).

• 28%

• 7%

adults read only digital books.

READING FORMATS
• Formats

people have used for reading in the last
year (2019):
• 65%

have read a print book

–08%

• 25%

have read an eBook

+11%

• 20%

have read an audiobook

+14%

E-READING DEVICES
• Digital

formats U.S. adults have used to read books

(2016):
• 15%
•

read on a tablet computer

+11%

8% read on a dedicated eBook reader

–01%
• 13%

read on a cellphone

• 11%

read on a desktop or laptop computer

+08%
+08%

CONCLUSIONS
• Print

books continue to be more popular than eBooks
and audiobooks.

• Most

readers of digital formats also read print books.
It’s not either/or, but both-and.

• Interest

in digital book formats continues to grow, with
audiobooks growing a little faster the eBooks.

• The

share of readers on tablets or cellphones has
increased substantially since 2011, while the share using
dedicated e-readers has remained more or less stable.

WHAT IS AN EBOOK?
The vast majority of eBooks that
people actually read on digital devices
are in one of a handful of formats.
• EPUB

(2.0, 3.0)

• Mobi

(AZW, AZW3)

• iBook

(IBA)

• and, okay, PDF

EPUB CHARACTERISTICS
EPUB
‣ Re-Flowable
‣ Reader

text

controls font style and size

‣ Swipe

for page turn

‣ Image

positioning difficult

PDF

FIXED LAYOUT EPUBS
•Image-rich books, comics, kids books, text books with
interactivity, etc.

•More like PDFs
•Specify where lines break (poems, captions stay with
images)

•Text is still live, searchable, selectable, and can be
superimposed over images

•Control image positioning
•Narration or Ambient Audio
•Read Along

FLUID LAYOUT EPUBS
MORE ACCESSIBLE THAN PRINT
• Mitigates

print disability

• Ability

to change text size (visual impairment)

• Ability

to specify font (dyslexia)

• Machine-readable

(low vision, blindness, learning

disabilities)
• Screen

readers (can supplement visual for low vision

users)
• Can

be converted to braille, audio, etc.

EPUB 3.0
• More

accessible than EPUB 2.0

• Better

Semantics (HTML5)

• ARIA

Roles for more precise descriptions of
content.

• MathML
• Audio/video

media capabilities

• Synchronized

audio

CRACKING OPEN
YOUR EPUB
On a PC
Change .epub to .zip
On a Mac
eCanCrushe
r

ANATOMY OF AN EPUB

OEBS: THE BOOK FOLDER

CONTENT.OPF

MANIFEST

SPINE

GUIDE

ACCESSIBILITY METADATA

accessMode
• textual

— contains text content

• visual

— contains visual content such as images,
graphics, diagrams, animations, and video

• auditory

— contains auditory content, such as
standalone audio clips and audio soundtracks for
video content

• tactile

— contains tactile content such as
embedded braille and tactile diagrams.

accessibilityFeature
• alternativeText
• audioDescription
• braille
• captions
• resizeText
• signLanguage
• displayTransformability

accessibilityHazard
• Flashing
• Motion
• Sound

simulation

accessibilitySummary
• “This

publication conforms to the EPUB
Accessibility at WCAG Level”

• “Short

descriptions provided, but no long
descriptions”

CONTENT FILES

THREE CATEGORIES

STRUCTURE & SEMANTICS

MORE MEANINGFUL
MARKUP

STRUCTURAL TAGS
<section>
<nav>
<aside>
<header>
<hgroup>

ARIA ROLES
•

ARIA role attributes apply more
precise meaning to generic HTML
tags.

•

Define chunks of content, adding a
layer of additional meaning.

•

Help assistive technologies to
navigate document by identifying
regions and providing landmarks.

ARIA FOR EPUBS

TAG CHOICE

TAG CHOICE

TAG CHOICE

BREAKS

CODING BREAKS

ACCESSIBLE IMAGES
•

Describe your images
• Avoid repetition
• Appropriate to reading level
• Be concise
• Be objective
• Start general, go to specific

•

Do not describe purely decorative
images.
• <img alt=“” role=“presentation”>

LONG DESCRIPTION FOR
COMPLEX IMAGES

EXTENDED DESCRIPTION

ACCESSIBLE TABLES
•
•
•

Don’t use an image
Tables as series of lists
HTML Tables
• Careful tagging, marking headers
with <th> or <thead>
• Use summary element

ACCESSIBLE TABLES
Don’t use an image where text will
do.
• Avoid setting text as image
• Don’t use <table> for layout.
• Present tabular materials differently
• Careful tagging of HTML tables,
marking headers with <th> or
<thead>
• Tables as series of lists
• If it’s secondary material, not inline in
•

BUS SCHEDULE

BUS SCHEDULE CODE

PAGE-LIST
• Helps

Navigation

• Allows

user of assistive technology to be on “the
same page” as print readers.

ACQUIRING EBOOKS
• Databases

such as Haiti, BookShare, AccessText

• Conversion
• Request

from print collection, ILL

from vendor or publisher

• Get

EPUB 3.0 books if you can.

• No

reason to hold on to EPUB 2.0 books.

• Fair

use allows you to modify to make it more
accessible.

RESOURCES
• Daisy Accessible

Publishing Knowledge Base:

http://kb.daisy.org/publishing
• EPUB

Secrets

• #eprdctn

on Twitter:

https://twitter.com/hashtag/eprdctn
• VitalSource

Bookshelf
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